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I.
INTRODUCTION.
There has long been an uncertainty in the
minds of aviators regarding the effect of the wind on
the flying qualities of an airplane.
Some pilots claim that it is much easier to
anaturn into the wind than with it~that, at any altituje,
they can tell the wind direction by the feel of the
ship in a turn and this even though in a dense cloud
which would preclude the possiblity of obtaining their
relative motion fr"om any stationar~ object.
Other pilots maintain that, regardless of
the wind velocity or the proximity of the ground,
there is no difference in the feel of the plane when
turning into the wind and when turn~ng with it. They
claim that any apparent difference. is due wholly to
the psychological effect on the pilot,resulting from
the difference in ground speed in the two cases, and if
there is any difference in the ship's performance, from
a time altitude standpoint, it is because the pilot
handled the controls differently. 'In other words, if
the pilot were blindfolded he could not tell the wind
direction when turning and a turn made into the wind
would be identical with a turn made with the wind. This
is, of course, considering the turn in relation to ~he
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medium in which it is being executed and not in relation
to the curves traced out in the ground.
There is a similar difference of opinion re-
garding the effect of a strong wind on the rate of climb.
Experienced pilots are about evenly divided, half feel-
ing that a plane climbs better into the wind, and the
other half feeling that the wind makes absolutely ho
difference.
T~e following questions were asked some of
America's leading pilots and their monosyllabic answers
follow in tabulated form.
Ass~ming that the air is free from verticaL
currents, and the ground s'.J,rfzcelevel:
2. Is there any tendency to stalL or "falloff"
when turning with a strong steady wind near the ground?
a.(a) If there is a difference couLd a piLot feel
it if he were blindfolded?
(b) 8ven though he felt no difference would his
turns be different into and away from the wind?
3. Can a plane be climbed faster into the wind
than it can when going with the wind?
4, if th~r~'is ~ny ~ff~c~ due to th~'.ind;.ould
it' b~ a/J'#!J, r.~ntat. h i g her ~ ltit ~d8s , say % :J-, 0~~. , P
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.Pilot Question
1 2a 2b 3 4
Lt. J. A. Macre~dy, U.S.A. Yes Yes No
Lt. H. R. Harrisr, U.S.A. Na No No No No
Mr. Art Smith, ~ir. Mail Yes - No Yes
Cant. Lowell Smith. U.S.A. No No No No. Nd
Lt. Eric Nelson, U.S.A. Yes Yes No
Lt. Leigh Wade, U.S.A. Yes No No Yes No
Lt. Russell Maughan, D.S.A. Yes Yes No No
The answers given above are the results or
actual observation in free flight and do not deal, in any
way, with theoretical considerations. That is, there
might'actually bea difference in turning with and against
the wind,but if this difference was not great enoug~ to
enable the pilot to detect :it, either in the feel of
the controlsar the reaction of the ship, his answer
would be that .there was no difference.
-Lt. Harris and Capt. Smith, .whose observations
are in agreement with each other but at variance with
all the rest were the most positive in their assertions.
Lt. Macreadv, in his exper.ience with the T2
when he and ,Lt. Kelly were setting.their endurance
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record, observed that there appeared to be a difference
in the feel of the ship when turning with and into the
wind while the plane was heavily loadedA
Art Smith bases his opinions on experience
with the early airplanes which,be~5«~ their low powere~
motors and poor aerodynamic characteristics, flew
'very poorly at best.
Lt. Nelson took his heavily loaded World
Cruiser off the water at Hong Kong,.China,.into a 30
mile. an hour wind. He turned to.go with the wind and
was unable to prevent the plane from settling until
be came to the lee of an .island .her~in the compara-
tively quiet ai~he was able to turn and as soon as
the plane ,was nosed into the wind was able to climb
again.
II.
THE WIND VELOCITY GRADIENT.
In th"ework which follows, the terms "Velocity
Gradient" will betaken to mean the rate of chang~ bf
wind velocity with respect to altitude and will, be given
in feet per second per foot.
The main factors affe~ting. the veloci ty gradi-
entat any 'gi~efipoint are:
(1) Convection currents resulting from temperatu~e
di"fferen.ces.
( 2) Turbulence due to large Jistant surface ir-.--~_._-..._--
ret!ularities.
(3) The nature of the ground surface in the im-
mediate vicinity.
(~) The wind velocity.
The first two affect,primarily, the graiient
• "lJ,ff~et'''tat altltude and the last two~nea~ the ground.
Experiments made in England and published in
"Reports and Memoranda" 129~ and 1531, Advisory Commit-
tee for Aer~nautics, indicate that very near the ground,
if the surface is level and f~irly smooth, like the
average Government Flying Fielp, the velocity gradient
varies directly as the velocity and inveraely as the
altitude, following, very closely, the approximation
formula
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dV ? V40Velocity Gradient = db = .- h (1)
whereV40 is the wind velocity at forty feet and h is
the height at which ,we desire to determine the ~radient.
If the surface is absolutely smooth and for
altitudes greater than 'forty'feet-a closer approximation
is obtained if we use the formula
gy = 2 Y.dh • h (2)
where V is the wind velocity at the altitude h.
Both or' these'formul~ were obtained by plottin~
velocity curves -from the 'data cited, drawing 'tangents,
determining the slope of ,the tan~ents, drawing curves
of'slope against altitude at various velocities and de-
riving the formulae which most nearly fitted these
curves. They may be used interchan(ablY in the vicinity
of 40' as the difference in the results obtained would
be no greater than -the errors in experimental measure-
ments or 'the variations due to instantaneous velocity
fluctuations~ 'being 6f the order of 9~ at 25' and 16,
at 100'.
Hellman gives the,following formula, which
,is generally accepted by mete~ologists, for the average
wind velocity 'at any altitude:
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v = 7.oh'"
differentiating
This becomes -identical with (2) -when-the value of V,
as given in (3), is substituted.
The velocity at any altitude up to forty feet
may -be obtained by integrating (I).
This gives
(5)
_It maybe seen-that this formula does not
hold for h =. 0, giving a negative value for the ve-
locitywher~~we know it to be zero. The zero value
of the velocity occurs at -h = .27'. This does not
affect the -accuracy.of our-work,as the lowest'lifting
surface of -an airplane, the ~ingsometimes placed on
the landing gear spreader "bar, is never'closer"to the
groundtban one foot and the main lifting surfaces are
'rarely closer than three feet. If we desired 'to work
under h = .5[, actual conditions .would be more closely
approximated if, in the solid curve on page 11, a tan-
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gent 'were'drawn from the origin to the curve. 'This
.tangent 'would meet the curve:at 'h = .5.
,Formulas (1) and '(2) giye'the~neral
conditions ;near the ground but only ~~~' conditions
'at altitude. This is due.to conditions 'bein~ fairly
steady~in the immediate vidinity of the earth's surface
but decidedly erratic above,'a few hundred feet. The
-degree of this erraticalness.is .indicated by the fact
that ,a velocity gradient 'inversion often occurs between
one and five,thousand feet. Above six thousand feet
the flow ~enerally becomes famrly 'steady again, follow-
ing formula (2) to an altitude of about '30,000' 'when
,another gradient;inversion often occurs. 'The diffi-
culty encountered in predicting ,the gradient, even,in
this second region of comparatively steady flow, be-
"comes'appa'rent'when we observe that at 20,000' the
formulas give
~*= .0005
and data contained in "Aerology", a pamphlet published
by theU~S. Naval Aerological Observatory~at~Pensacola,
Florida,indicates that a value of .003 is not un-
common for this altitude.
If there are 'hills, tall trees, high build-
,ings, or other obstructionsnearb~the fldw.is disturbed
and the variations from mean conditions 'become so ~reat
that it is impossible to predict 'the flow.
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Obviously then, 'if quantitative results ,are
desired~in,any tests depending:upon the velocity ~radi-
ent.they must be made over a large flat area, free
from obstructions, and preferably ona day when the
sky iscompletely,overcast or at night, in order to
eliminate local convection currents. Even when these
precautions are taken, the 'fact that in our present
gtate of knowledge we 'are'ungble'to predict other
meteorological phenomena with unfailing accuracy
~ndicates that the previously cited formulas 'are not
rigorously correct; but the consistency with which
they check experimentally obtained data justifies
their'use, as'a first approximation, 'at low altitudes.
." .~C"'... ._.... . •...••• " ..
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III.
THE EFFECT OF 'THEWIND 'VEtOCITY'GRADIENTON 'LIFT.
~he object cfthis paper is to determine the
effect of the velocity gradient 00 the flying character-
istics of airplanes,.in level flight, in a climb and
when turoi'ng.
~pplying first the principles of 'applied
mechanics :.
It is obvious 'that,'regardless of the altitude
or 'wind velocity, if an airplane 'is flying level, the
velocity gradient will have no effect and it should
make 'ab~olutelynodifference whether the airplane
t;d.s'~ flying with the wind, -against 'it,or across it.
If the airplane is climbing into -the wind
at a constant air speed the ,increasing velocity of the
wind acts as a force assisting-in the climb. Converse-
ly, if the airplane is climbing with the wind 'this force
tends to decrease the rate of climb.
The time effect of this force-in the direction
of motion -is
(6)
l__
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and the space effect-is
;1 F ds = 1m(V2 - V2) (7)"0 cosS 2 1. 0
where F is the component of force in the direction
of motion~ S' is th~ angle between the flight path and
the wind direction, which we assume 'horizontal, and
VO~ and 'V1. the wind velocities at two altitudes.
Formula (6) gives the change in momentum
resulting from the force and formula '(7) the 'change
in kinetic'energy resulting from the 'work'done by 'the
force.
Amore useful form of (6) 'may'be obtained
\8S- follows:.
F '= m a = m ~ '= m fly · dh ,(8)"dt dh dt
That'is, the'force-which-acts on an airplane,
as a result of the wind'velocity gradient, is the com-
bined product of the'mass of 'the'airplane, the'wind
velocity gradient'and the rate of cli~b. The'component
of this'force in the direction of motion' would be
F cos ~ where 8isthe'angle between "the flight path
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and the 'horizontal.
,As~an example of'theeffect of 'the wind 'velocity
~radient on a given plane let us 'assume an airplane having
the following characteristics~
Weight = 4000 lbs.
Rate of climb = 1000'/' =.16.67'/"
Speed of climb = 110'J/"
HI? = 400
Propeller 'efficiency = 65~
The thrust is then
~QQ:550-, .6.5. = 1300 lbs~ .110
The accelerating force at 10' 'in a 50'/" wind is
1')4 ? ~ ( ?-.QQ) )t 1_6.67~..... .~ 10 .988 = 18.olbs.
110
This is 1.43~ of the total thrust; and as the
rate of climb is a function of the excess lIP, which, in
this case would 'be about 70~ of the 'total available BP,
the increase in rate of 'climb would 'be'about 2~.
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The force at 200' under similar conditions
is
1.28 lbs.
a negligible amount.
As the velocity gradient and the rate of climb
decrease much more rapid~ly than the ratio of available
fF to excess HP increases, the effect of this force will
continue to decrease as the altitude increases.
In a turn, during which the altitude of the
center of gravity of the',air-plane is held constant,
the m£in effect of the wind velocity gradient is to
cause over banking when the plane is turning with the
wind and under banking when the plane is turning into
the wind. This is due to the increased wind velocity
acting on the upper wing and would b~ measurable only
when very near the ground.
When turning away from a head wind, so
close to the ground that the velocity gradient can
no longer be considered a straight line over a vertical
distance equal to the projected height of the banked
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. . .. ",."a1rplane there w1ll be a net loss 1n 11ft for the~900
of turn, resulting from the increase in the lift of
the upper wing, due to the gradient, having an absolute
value less than that of the decrease in lift of ~he
lower wing; and therewill be a net gain in lift for
the next 90°. If the turn is continued there will be
a net gain in lift for the third 90°. and another loss
for .the fourth "o~
In a normal turn near the ground there is a
tendency to climb during the turn. If a turn is
started immediately after taking off into a strong wind,
the velocity a.radientwill aid the climb for the first
90° and oppose it for the next 90°. If the turn is
continued, the velocity gra1ient will oppose the climb
for the third 900 and aid it for the fourth. This
effect is exactly the opposite of that cited in the
paragraph immediately prec~ding,and would overrule it
if the climb was steep or the curvature of the ~radient
slight. This is the general case,and accounts, in part,
for the feeling of loss of speed,or sinking,after the
first 90°# The pilot endeavors to keep his angle of
climb constant,and this can be accomplished only by
~ncreasing the angle of attack,which in turn decreases
the speed and, if the plane is already near its best
angle of climb, causes stalling.
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IV.
CIRCULATION.
Air is a fluid of slight viscosity which,
under ,the condi ~ons ordinarily met with in aerodynamics, may
be considered perfecti 'thatis, devoid of viscosi ty and
incompressable~d This isnotstric~lY true,butthe compres-
&ion in frontof'a body moving at 250'1" is only about 3_,
and 'the consideration of viscosity renders the mathematical
treatment extremely difficult and would have very little
effect on the final results.Ordinatilv we conslder tne
air viscouat? only lon~ enou~h to set up a desired form
of 'flow,and then neglect theviscosi ty in the study of the
flow. This, at first, appears to be ~a~very approximate
manner of 'approach,but the check between theory and experi-
ment justifies the means.
The simplest types of flow are:
(1) That in which the fluid particles move along
parallel lines at constant velosity. The angular velocity
is zero.
(~) That in which the fluid particles move in
, t.. 1 thAth l. . Iconcen r1CC1rc essoAt e ve oClty. 1S a ways proportional
to the distance from the center. The angular velocity is
constant.
(3) That in which the fluid particles move along
straight parallel lines but with velocities proportional
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to their distances from afi~ed line where the velocity'
is zero. The 'angular velocity,parallel 'to a streamline
"is zero,snd a maximum "across 'it.
(4) That in which the fluid particles move in
concentric circles s6:the velocity is always 'inversely
proportional to the distance from the center. The
'angular velocity "is in one direction along the stream-
-lines and in 'theopposi te direction acro,s!) them.
If we call the rotation the sum of the an~ular
velocities of any two directions perpendicular to each
other we see 'that (1) and (4) areirrotational and. (2)
and (3) rotational.
'Flows (i) and (4) can be produced by a differ-
ence in pressure alone and '(2) and (3) only by
friction or "viscosity. This explains why we must consider
viscosity in the setting up of certain types of flow even
tho we are forced to neglect it thereafter.
The fourth type of flow is extremely important
in that it is the simplest representation of a vortex.
We statedJin this type of flow,that the velocity was
inversely proportional to the distance from "the center,
or
Vat: 1
r
At the center, then, where r = O,the velocity would
be infinite. As we cannot deal with infinite velocities
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and, in fact, do not admit any such thing,we must exclude
-from our calculation a small region near 'the center,
which we will consider rotating as a solid and neglect.
'lnthe irrotational part of this 'flow (all of it except
the negligibly small,center) 'it is only necessary to
know the tan~ential velocity at any point and the dis-
tance of this point from the center in order to com-
pletely determine the flow. More generally we speak
.of the circulation, r~.. of a vortex which is 2n times
the velocity at a unit distance from the center. The
circulation ofa vortex is constant around every stream-
line, as the velocity decreases in the same ratio that
the radius increases. This enables us -to determine
the strength of:any vortex, knowing the velocity and
the location of the nucleus, .as
r =. 2n r V (9)
If, at any point in a fluid, we determine
the instantaneous axis of rotation and then move a~ong
this axis ~n infinitesimal length,.we shall find a new
direction~of the instantaneous axis of rotation. The
curve traced out by successive movements~ in this manner
,is called a vortex line. The surface generated by a
vortexline.whichcis moved al'ng a saall closed contour
is called a vortex tube~and the contents of a vortex
tube is termed.a vo~tex filament ••
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There is a geometric analogYbetwee~ortex lines and
streamlines,in'that the former corresp6nd every where~
with the axes of.rotation .andthe .latter .everywhere
.with the direction of the velocity.
z
c
",.,...
",.,...
/'
/'
b /'r tlz
I do-
: ~O _
I
I
y
In order to determine the circulation around
the elementary.rectangle dy dz, let the components of
velocity at 0 be u,v,w. Then at a the velocity along
.z will be
The .circulation along a b is
(w +:a~dY)dzoy
and .along c 0
w(-dz)
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The velocitv.along y at b .is
v + aY dzoZ
The .circulation along bc .is.then
(v +gi dz)(-dy)
and along 0 a
v dy
The sum of these .circulations gives
y=, dy dz(Q~ - QY) = EoY oZ
where E .is the rotational component .about
the x .axis so
y =. 2 E dO'
That ,is, the circulation .along the contour
dO',. normal to the x .axis, .is equal to the surface
of the contour by twice the .intensity of.rotation .about
the x .axis•. If w .is the.angular velocity of rotation
.aboutany axis .and « the angle between this axis and
the x .axis,the circulation around the x axis is then
twice the product of the proj.ection of this velocity
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on the x .axis ·and the.cross sectional area of the
vortex tube,or
Y '.= 200 cas ex dO' .(10)
A simply connected body .is one .in which any
closed .curve in the body can be reduced to a point with-
out going outside the body. The volume of a fluid.is
simplvconnected,"as.any contour can be reduced to.a
point .without going outside the fluid. If we take a
closd contour and break UP the surface~into infinitesi-
mal rectangles, there will be two .equal .and opposite
.circulation~which will.banceleach other, along every
.line .except the bounding.contour~ We may .then say
that.the circulation around the ,contour .is equal to
the sum ofthe.clrculationsof the elementary rectangles,
or
.r = ~y
.From (10)
r ~ 2J w cos exdO'
or r =. 2f.f w cos exdO' (11)
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This.is Stokes Theorem and states that:
The circulation around a closed contoar is
eq~al to t~ice the sua of the .int~nsities of all the
vortex t~bes ~~ssi~g thruthe co~tour.
Helmholtz's Theorems will be stated without
proof and areas follows:
I. TIe movement of a f~~id particle :is composed
of translation, deformation~and rot~tion.
II. The strength of the vort~%, along a vortex
tub e, .is. cons tan t•
III. A vor.tex tube is aLways. composed of the same
fLuid par~icles.
IY. The int~nsity of a vortex tube is constant
tftr~ughout all of its motion.
Thompson's Theorem states, '.insubstance, that:
A cLosed contour~ made up of the same fLuid
par*icLes, can never cross a vortex tube.
(9)' may be derived 'by means of Stokels theorem, and
from Helmholtz's second theorem
(12)
where Vo is the velocity at the surface of the vortex.
tube ,and ra~ its radius.
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The velocity.at any point is then
(13)
and the pressure,from Bernoulli's equation,is
ua r,..2V,.:2p ~.const. --i_ ~ const. v v (14)r - --ri--
It is seen from this that the pressure decreases
as r decreases.
We may also consider circulation as the line
inte~ral of a velocity, in the same way that work'is the
line integral ofa force. The circulation along a curve
S from .A to B is then
B,r ~ r V.cos e ds
A
(15)
where V is the instantaneous velocity, e the angle
between the direction of the velocity and the curve{and
ds an .infinitesimal distance .along.the.curve •
.If.there ..is a velocity potential ~, then
v cos.8= 2i (16)as
and
r =, f8 2ids = ~8 - ~
A oS A. (17)
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where 'A is the velocity potential at the point A
and ~B 'the velocity potential at the point B.
In a plane parallel 'flow.in which the fluid
is moving along a smooth level. surface, the particles
in .immediate contact.with the surface are at rest. If
there were noviscosit~ the succeeding particles would
slide over: them and there would be no rotation. What
actually happens is that, due to viscosity, the next
layer of particles.is retarded'and each succeeding
layer retarded less until.at some distance the rota-
tion becomes negligible. .In the .immediate neighbor-
hood of the surface.it 'has a considerable value. The
thinner the boundary layer .the more~rapid the trans-
formation and the greater the rotation.
The case with which we are to deal is of
this general nature and the velocity has previously
been shown to follow the formula
or (3)
(5)
We may then determine the circulation around
any wing sectio~due to the wind velocity gradient, by
using .(15) and.integrating around the outside boundary
of the section •. As this boundary curve is not readily
expressed as an analytic function the easiest method
,is to plot the wing section, determine the values of
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the function, Vcos 8, at various points, plot these
to some convenient scale.,and obtain the'area under the
curve with a planimeter.
This was done for an R.A..F. 15 section, similar
to that used in 'the DH4M1 airplane. The plot, is shown
on page 28 and the tabulation is given below.
Chord Ordinate Velocity e Cos e V Cos e
o (to,) .0033 .013 -57°' .545 .0071
.1 " ~0500 ~oeo -10~~ ~985 :059'.? " .0578 :068 - 4° ;997 :068.;;oJ;3 " :0581 :068 + 1° 1.000 :068:4 " :0500 ~066 + ?O 1:000 :066..;;5 " :0517 ;062 + 8° :999 ~062:6 n ~0463 :056 + 4° .998 :056:7 " ~O399 :050 + 5° .996 :050;8 "I: .0323 :042 +':'e,o~ .994 :042
:9 " .0225 ~0325 + 7°~ ,:992 :0321:0 ., :0100 :020 + 9° :988 :020
1:0 (BoUoM) :0005 :0105 +1740.: - ~-994 -:0105:9 " :0035 :0065 +177G: - :-999 -:0065i8 n ~O065 :0035 +179°' -1.000 -:0035
:7 II :0069 :003 +181° -1:000 -:002
.6 " :0052 .005 +185°' - :996 -:005:5 " .0023 :008 .+18ZS: -1:'000 -:008:4 " :0002 :010 +180(J~ -1.000 -;010:3 tt ~OOO9 :009 +177~ - :'999 -.009.2 " :0050 :005 +174G"7 - ;994 -:005-1 n :0102 :002 +179° -1;"000 -:002,.-
:0, n :0033 :013 +205°' - :906 -:012
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The area under the curve is 9.25"1.
The seale-is 1"1 = .1 x .05 = .005
As we considered a unit chord and unit gradient,
the effect on any R.A.F. 15 wing would be expressed by
~ =.• 0465 )t ~*)t (chord in feet)2 (18)
From the foregoing discussion and the simi-
larity of the diagrams shown on page ~ we are led to
suspect that the circulation, due to any given wind
velocity. gradient is independent of the shape of the
wing section and depends only upon the area -included
within its bounding contour. The proof that this is
actually the case, provided the w~nd velocity varies
as a linear function of the altitude, follows. We know
th3.:tth~ wind veloci ty does not vary as a straight line,
but, over the distance affected by the wing, (its projected
height),. the approximation is very close. ..Ifwe consider
the wing directed along the positive direction of the
x axis, and zero at the origin, then
v =, k y
where k isa function of ~ and is constant when the
wind velocity varies as a strai~ht line. Consider two
points A and 8 in the x,y plane joined by any curve
whatever. The area under this curve is
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The area under any other curve joining these points is
If we consider the first curve to be the upper boundary
of:a wing section:andthe second curve the lower boundar~
then the area of the wing section .is
but
so
and dx = cos e ds
but. this integral is exactly.the circulation around
the wing due to the wind velocity gradient.
The circulation around any wing due to the
gradient ..is then
~ = k A
From (18) we have then, for any wing:
(19)
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where k1 is a constant depending only on the area
of a wing section of unit chord and c is the chord in
feet.
The values of the constant k1, calculated
.for some of the more common wing sections, are tabu-
:lated below
Section k1
R A F 15.(mod.) .0461
R A F 15 .0465
Eiffel 36 .0465
Albatros's .0467
Curtiss C62 .0541
USA 27 .0796
Clark y .0811
Gott 387 .1035
The prece~ding reasoning also shows that
the circulation due to gradient is unaffected bv chang-
ing the angle of attack,as long as we consider a straight
l,ine variation.
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V:I •
.THE'KUTTA-JOUKOWSKITHEORY
In thework.which follows.thenotation:adopted
by the National Adv.isoryCommittee for.Aeronautics will
;~be employed. In this system the oI!igin~taken at the
center of,grav.ity of the airplane, the x axis corresponds
to the longitudinal axis and is positive toward the tail,
the y axis is:the lateral axis and is positive to the
left,-and the z ,axis is mutually perpendicular to these
and positive upwards. Furthermore
X is the:component of force along the x axis.
Y is the.component of 'force along the yaxis,
Z is,the component of force ,along the z axis,
.U .is the component of velooity~alongthe x.axis,
v.is tbecomponentof velocity.along the v .axis~
w is the component of velocity along the z,axis,
A flow, such that all the particles of.a fluid
flow parallel to,a fixed plane is called ,"plane parallel
flo~". .As the'fluid flows par.allel to the plane, the
component of -velocity normal. to .the plane iSo ..zero. .If
thereis.no rotation,there.exists.a velocity potential.
Ifwe use th~ fixed plane for the xy plane and ~ for
the v.elocity potential,the components of v.elocity along
the .axes are
u.='-~
.. OX
differentiating
.and v = .Q!.oy (20)
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.(21)
The .equation of 'continuity.in plane parallel
flow:is
:a(ou) + 'Qf.Qyl = 0
.0X oY
But ..if.the fluid .isconsidered.inc6mpressible
-the density . is constant,and this .becomes
~and from (21)
SlY. +.~ = 0oX - oy (22)
:(23)
This .is.the .equation of Laplace fora function
of.two variable~ •
.As the velocity, .at .any point in.a fluid, .is
directed.along the 'tangent to thestreamline:at that
point, -the proj.ections of the .component v.elocities,
u .and ~, on 'the coordinate. axes, :are proportional to
-the.proj.ections of :dx .and d:v.,-which are the components
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of 'ds, :an element of the curve representing the s tream-
)line. 'That.is
'dx = !U
u v
u dx- v dy= 0 (24)
1his;is the differential.equation of 'the
st~eamliQe. Ifwe,let
then
udx.- u dy=d ,
d~ =,0 or W =const.
(25)
from" (25)
This function W ~is called the str.eam-function.
u =.~ .and v = -,~ (26), oy " oX
and from ,(20)
from this
and ~ = - QY!oY . oX (27)
. .
~~+~:aY!=OoX oX oy 01 '
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or
.00>
'Oy
.~oX
=.-
This is the .condition for orthogonalit~ and
lif ,we consider the two families of curves, ~ = .const.
and 'V = canst_,they form an orthogonal:net work.
It,we consider any closed contout','exposed to
a :non:.,;.rotatiaoal,.currenthav.inga velocity Va at,infini ty
.and directed along -x, and take a velocity potential
where .f satisfies Laplace's .equation (23)
then
u = 2!. = - Va + :afoX oX
v = ~ = '2!
.oY oY
)
)
)
)
)
(28)
:Aswe ~b farther ,and f~rther.away -from the
,center of .the:contour,the ~circulation'approaches more
and more.nearly.thataround a rect~linear vortex fila-
ment, iin which the indiv.idual particles descr.ibecon-
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.centric circles. If then, we consider'a ci~cle of
:!.arge,.~adios R, ',concentr,ic.with the .contour, 'and
remembering'that:at,infinity
.u = -Vo., and v = 0
we see that for.any point on this circle of large
:radius
:of=.Qf = 0,ox . oY .
The principle of .the conservation of momentum
.states th.t .no momentum can ,be..lost .and therefore .any
momentum .which the:body., represented.by the original
cQntou~, has mustbe.accounted for.bythe momentum .im-
p.arted'to.,the..airstream. 'Butmomentum ':ismass .times
'v.elocity,~or force div.ided by time. .Force .is then 'r.the
rate of ,change of momentum or .the change .in momentum
per~unit of time. The reason for making.a point of
'this simple r.elation~is that,in the work which follows
we ,use 'the principle of the'conservation of momentum
;n.to prove~a point):BIld\~thequations which are set up
we.aredealing with forces and .not momentums.
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If ~e compute the rate of change of momentum
of .the fluid bounded;b~ the circle of radius R and by
the oniginalcontoux;,the forces 'which:act on the fluid
must .:be,equilibrated by the forces due :to the rate of
change of momentum of -the fluid.
;Let,X ,and Y .be the. components of pressu~e
:which 'the'fluid ,exerts on the :bod:v.,p .the'hydrodynamic
p~essure~actingon'an ,element, 'ds, of the.large circle and
a ,and ~ the angles made, .by,an ,intetior drawn .normal
'from.this~element"with the x,~nd y axes. The velocity
.at ds ;isV,which may be.broken.up.into.its.components u
:and v .where
lbe.compone~t of'u perpendicular to ds .is
.u .cos a;and.the,component of v perpend~cular to ds .is
v .cos~. The mass of the fluid wh~chenters the circle
thr.u.ds,dn. unit time, or the rate 'at.which the'fluid
.enters,is
p(u.cos a + v.cos t)ds
.but at .inf:Lnity
u =-Vo + 2f andoX v = QfoY
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so on the circle of large radius
p(u cos a + v cas ~)ds= p(~Vo+of)cos a+Q1cos ~]dsoX oY
If we multiply this latter quantity by the
,components of'velocity
V,. + ,of
t:J',- .oX and :Qfoy
we obtain the projections of the rate of change of
momentum:along the x and y :axes. Considering .all
the forces~acting,we 'have
-X+fp .cos a ds+o!(-Va.+2f)[(-Vo+Q!.)cosa+2fcos ~)ds = 0 (30). oX .oX oY
.and
.In. (30) -X is the reaction of the body against
the fluid, .a force. !p cas a ds .is the x component
of. the hydrodynamic pressure,.aforce. The last .integral
.is the product of the xmomponent of velocity'and the
rate of change of momentum, another force.
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'The'hydrodynamic pressure ;is expressed 'by the
.formula
p = canst. - ~ pV2
= canst. ,-; ~(rr2+ v.)
~
substituting this value for p .in the force 'equations
we obtain
.X=- ~V6':2feos Cl ds+p vfJJ~x.eos(l ds - Qr(2i) 'eos CJ ds - 11
~ 0 Z .oX 2
~ ;r.(2!.) 2eos (l ds- p VcJ*os exds + pf(~) 2COS a ds
.:.JoY 0
+pf~f'2 .cos'~ ds- p VfJ![(-Vo+of)cos ex+ ofcos "tlds
oXoY .0X oj
y =. _11 V =~fcos e ds+PV%fcos .~ds - Q..r{Qf) 2COS fOl ds2 CT. oX 2 oX to-"
~~(Qf)2COS ~ ds - P V%f cas exds + pf~2 cas exds... o~"oYoXoY
+ pI (of) I ,cas ~ ds
oY
Neglecting second order differentials and terms of the
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form fcos ~ ds, .as.the former .aresmall .and
thelatter.zero, from
_In 2n
J .cos a ds = Rlcos a d £Xi =, 0 ,.a -0
we obtain
x = .-pVo{((-Vo+Q1)cos a + Qf cos r)dsoX oy
.But this is the total mass of fluid enter.ing and leaving
.the'circle of radius R and, as the fluid is .considered
incompressible,the total amount cannotchang~-so the
same amount leaves as.entersiand .therefo~e
x =.0
simila~ly
y =::-p Voi2.!.cosa _ofcos tt)ds
."9Y oX
but'Q.fcos a+ .of cos.J:C,is the projection on ':a.tangent
.0Y -oX
to .the cir.cle of .that part of the velocity.which .depends
upon the function f. 1rher.efor.e,the integr.al .repr.esents
the,cir.culationaround the cir.cle of radius R. ,As.we
started~with the assumption .that.ther.e.were.no vortices
,between .the.contour .and the large ,cir.cle,.thisis .also
the .oirculation ,around .the,contourj.so
y = .- .p 'Uor
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This is the Kutta-Joukowski theorem and states
that:
When a current~ whose ve locity is Vo at infinit.y,
flows alon~ any closed contour~ and the circulation ar~und
the contour is r~ thtt ,..esul,ta.nt.of the pressur.es of the
fluid.is equal to the product of thevector~ re.presentin~
.the velocity at infinity, by the circulation and by t~e
density of tfte fluid. TWe direction of the force is
~y. /-'1'-1'1/"
obtain.d~" the vector, f'a, 900 in a direction opposite to
the circu lat ion.
Putting this in other words, we have, for
any portion of 'awin~ of .infinite span, ;in a perfect
fluid
Drag = 0
Lift = p rVol
(32)
wherel is the length of the position considered.
Another method of arriving at the same result
is by means of the complex variable. .Spppose we take
z= x-i y
and consider
F(Z) = q> + t\fJ
where ~ and w,are real functions of x and Y.
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Taking partials we have
Q.9!. + i'0 U1 = 2.!!
oX oX oY
. 0(0
1 -.oy
equating reals and imaginaries
..~ = 2Y!
oX oY. and ~ = - ~oy oX
From this we see that there exists, between the functions
of ~ and w, when considered .as functions of the complex
v8~iable, .z, the same relation that existed when they
rep~esented the velocity potential and the stream function.
This property of the'complex variable furnishes a means of
obtaining any desired type of flow. In order to do this,
.we take different functions ofzand group the real part
~~and the imaginary part iw where, as before, ~ is the
velocity potential and ~ is .the stream function.
Joukowski shows that we may take any simple
flow or combination of simple flows .and by .a.conformal
transformation develop any complicated flow we may
-desire. Th3.t is, if we take
z = x + i y
.and -let
.F(z) = <p + i \fI
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represent the original flow then the transformed flow ma~
be exprtss eel btJ
-
,C.= E ,+ .i "
'WR~te~~ is some function of z such that for .each
point, {x,y) in -the original flow there corresponds
;a point.(E,~) in the transformed flow. Then .if the
equipotent~al ,lines ,= const. and the streamlines
\fI=, -const. formed.an orthogonal network.in the ori-
.g.inal'current)the transformed ,lines will also form an
orthogonal.net.work. .At .infinity the two currerits
'have the same direction and .the velocity of the trans-
formed,curr.ent .is some constant times the velocity of
'the original current •. -Critical points in the trans-
formedcorrespond~to ciitical points in the ori~inal
current and the;circulation is .unaltered by the trans-
formation.
~For'an .example we could take the'flow;around
a circular cylinder~and.transform.the cylinder .into ,8
wing. The f10w:is also transformed,and'a ItUdy.ofthe
simple flow 'around the cylinder gives us 'all the in-
formation we desire.regardingthe complicated flow
,around the~wing. The method .employed .in the selection
of the proper function .is to .try a great many and choose
-those that:appear to fit the .case .in band. The .really
useful ones ar.enot so numerous but .thata mathematician
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can at once select the one he desires, unless the flow
is unusual.
The function .used'by Joukowski, in the de-
velop:,;mentof his series of airfoils, was~
b2fez) =.z +
z
He developed his win~s, calculated-their-lift,
and then measured the lift and drag in a wind tunnel,
simulatin~ conditions for infinite span by .usin~ a win~
which went entirely across the 'tunnel and came as close
to the sides as 'was possible-without touchin~ them.
Jonkowski's experiments checked 'his theory very closely
.except that there was a slight dra~, due to the viscosity,
of the air, 'which was practically constant for all angles
of. attack as long as .the flow remained smooth, and
varied with the exposed wing surface and .the shape of
thawing section.
The production of circulation around a win~
-and the lift .incident.there~to may be explained .as follows:
Suppose the wing to be set, in an air flow, at the angle
of .attack for zero lift. The cdrculationiszer~ and
there'isno'lift. Now'let the-angle of'.attack'be in-
creased. The rest point, which was at the trailin~-edge, ,
moves around to a point, slightly forward of the'trail-
in~ .edge, on top'of the wing. -The fluid on the lower
side'of the win~ must flow around the'trailing edge, and
leave the-wing at this point. At the trailin~'ed~e the
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velocity is very high~~nda vortex is immediately
formed. This vortex, according to Helmholtz's third
theorem, goes off with the fluid, leaving a circulation
around the win~ which exactly balances it. If the
angle of attack, and consequently the circulation and
the lift, is not changed, no more vort!ces are given
off;but if the angle of attack is changedjpositive
or negative vortQces (according to the sense of the
change) are given off until the algebraic sum of the
strengths of all the vortaces given off just equals
the required circulation, after which conditions be-
come stead~ again and we have a smooth flow off the
trailing edge.
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VI ..
PRANDTL'S INDUCED DRAG THEORY ..
In the prece~ding chapter we considered a
wing of infinite span in which the circulation, and
consequently the lift distribution, is constant alon~
the span.
In a wing of finite span the-lift usually
falls off to zero at the wing tips,ani the distribu-
tion along_the span depends upon the shape of the wing,
the wing section used, and the angle of attack. The
'distribution of circulation must be the same as the
distribution of Iift;so the circulation will be a maxi-
mum at the center and falloff to'zero at the wing tips.
The circulation, however, cannot change without cutting
'conseqlAl'ntlyvortd:ces;i'-' there will be vortices, whose axes are
roughly parallel to the direction of flight, coming off
the trailing edge. Ordinarily these vortices will be
weak near the center of the wing, where the change in
circulation is slight, and very strong at the tipsi
where the.change in circulation is a maximum. The
sum of all,thevortices coming off from either half
of the wing is equal to the circulation around the
center of the wing. We may consider the vortices as
coming, off the trailing edge of the wing in the form of
a sheet or ribbon. This ribbon will be constant in width,
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normally the width of the wing, and thickest where the
rate of change of circulation is greatest. At so~e
distance behind the wing this ribbon starts to curl
up on itself from both sides and finally exists on1v
as two rather weak cores.
If the axes are taken as in the N.A.C.A.
notation, and we consider a wing of span, s, lor any
,lift distribution, the
.!
2Total ~ircu1ation = rjot =, (t r dy (34)
-2
where r is the circulation at any point along the
wing and dy is an element of length. From the Kutta-
Joukowski Theorem, (32)
dR = p Vo r dv
The total reaction against the wing is then
(35)
the strength of the vortices flowing off from any
element dy, along the trailing edge is
(36)
___________________________________-- &11
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In the x, y plane there is no component of
velocity parallel to the plane;sojf we consider u,v, and
w the components of velocity due to the circulation
u = 0 and v = 0
The component of the disturbance'velocity
normal to the x,y plane may be calculated in the same
way that EQit~Savart computed the magnetic field around
a conductor. We may show that the velocity at any
point P, due to a vortex element ds is
(37)
where ex is the angle between the vortex element and
a line joining it with P, and r is the distance
from P to ds. A proof of this .is given in Ramsey's
"Hydrodynamics".
If we let h be the perpendicular distance
from the vortex to the point,
s = h cot ex
and
ds = - __h__ d ex
sin2cx
r = __ !L_
sin (X
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The velocity at any point, p, due to an
infinitely, long rectilinear vortex is then
, +or:
V = -=- !?in or: (38)
If the vortex goes to infinity in one direction only
we have
lie
V = l-r d~_~i!l_~ = _1_
4n 0' . r2 ' 4nh
and for a finite length. of a vortex
a .. 1 2 1v = - - r sin a da =. _ ......[cos a41- cos at'), '4nh JCI~ 4nb....
(39)
(40)
whereat.. 'andat are the angles made by the vortex with
the lines joi~ its ends to P. From this
Along the lifting line representin~ the win~ itself,
the component due to the transverse circulation is
zero. The vertical velocity due to.the element dy
of the .longitudinal vortex, is,from (39),
w = ...:I-, 4nh
dw = ~ ~r --~--. 4rt dy .(yl_y)
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(41)
'where yl 'is the point on thelifting~line at which
we are measuring the velocity and y is the point at
which the elementary vortex dy is considered to come
off. The total vertical velocity at y' is then
For y ~ y'the function passes thru infinity; so we
must donsider what Prandtl calls the "chief value" of
the integral, or
y,.s
lim .C(
£->P -i' (43)
We can show, in a similar manner, 'thl:tthe vertical
velooity at any point x'y', in the x,y plane but not
on the lifting line is
'T .!- l x. '.S ~rw = -I...{ 2 ~
'4' • x'-o dyn:'-i
(44)
As a re'sult of the downward. veloci ty, or
dpwDwash, the flow past the wing, is not in the direction
of' theveloci ty Vo' iu t is inclined downward, to the
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byrear'Aan amount ~ where
(45)
The resultant pressure on the wing, R, is
normal to the air stream; so it is inclined backward an
amount ,. The lift and drag, however, -are to be takeup
and alot1,i
re.s~~t;v~l~ perpendicular to" V~_: so
Lift = L = R cos ,
Induced Drag =, D1nd- R sin , = L tan <p
As-long as the'angle cp is notlarg~,we may consider
tan "'"= sin , and cos :p = 1, -whence,
Lift =, R
Induced Dra~ =R tan ,
Every element of lift
then contributes to the drag an amount
dDlnd =, tan <I' dL' = ,pr' " dy'
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The total drag is then
.' ~ r~ ~r dy dy'r' w iy 1 =. -.Q. f 2 f: 2 .;..__ ~l _
4n _~ _' tr' - V2 2 ~ .
wheret-he primes refer to a functional relation with V'.
These formulas represent a first approximation,
and are valid only as long as the disturbance velocity,
due to the vortices, is small compared to Vo., and as long
as the circulation at the tips is zero. This is almost
always true with the wings ordinarily employed. It is
difficult to conceive a case where there could be a
positive circulation out past the wing tip set up by
the wing)but we could easily have the circulation fall
off to zero any desired distance inside the tips by 8
suitable variation of the angle of attacka'ongthe ~pa.n.
For rectangular wings, of the aspect ratios
commonly used, and at normal angles of attack, the lift
distribution is approximately a semi-ellipse. The
formulas given above may be greatly simplified bv this
approximation,as for the ordinates of the ellipse we
have. the various values of r, and the principal semi-
axes are! and r . The equation for this ellipse,2 ••X.
which has its center at the origin, is
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2:! + rt_ = 1
.(~) f .(r _a x ) f
2
.•.-... ? /n--------r ~~ (-)1 - y'-ax sy 2 (47)
differentiating
~r =
dy
(48)
Substituting the v~lues of (58) in equation~
(42) we obtain
...That is,the downwash is constant over the
entire span.
Substituting .(47) .in .(35)
.'- --L = p V r ~f 2 I (~)I ~ y'
.ax S ~ ?-2 ;,j
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dy = p vor ! s (50)
.ax 4
.:.. substituting the value of r ... from (50) in (49)
we obtain
01 n d
?L2= ----= ----1\ P SIV~
(It-m~ be proved thlt the elliptic lift
distribution, treated above, gives the least induced
drag, for any given lift, that it is possible to obtain.)
From (50) we see that the lift of a wing
varies directly as the density, the velocity, the circu-
lation" and the spa.n. From (52) the drag vari es as the
square of the lift and inversely as the densitv,the
aspect ratio and the square of the velocity. These formulas
were developed for a monoplane,but Prandtl has shown that
for every multiplane there is a monoplane having the same
characteristics, so they are applicable to biplanes as
well. Also,we have been dealing throughout with the
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mas muchinduced drag onl~bu~Aas the total drag is the sum of
the induced drag and the profile drag,and the profile
drag\is p~actically constant for ordinary angles of
attack this is satisfactory.
In any given airplane, the span is constant;
,and.tn level flight the lift must equal the weight. At
any given altitude, neglecting a~mospheric variations,
'p is constant. Then for any given vo.r is determined.
But the drag, fo~ any given VO~ is determined by the
same constants as the lift~so the dra~ is the same
regardless of how the circulation is produced. There-
fore,'in level flight, vie J'louljexpee t that tho the
wind velocity gra1ient produces circulation around
the wing, this circulation cannot be ublized either in
the production of lift or the diminution of dra~. We
.:shouldexpect',however, t.,irtee-j the difference between
the circulation required and the circulation due to
the wind velocity gradient must be generated by the wing
itsel~and~~~~ethis circulation is a function of the
angle of attack,th~t the angle of attack would be slight-
ly less when flying into the wind than when flying with
the wind.
Prandtl shows that, due to the downward ve-
locity im~arted to the air by the vortices around a
wing and flowing off the wing, there is an increased
pressure under the wing. In order to prove this it is
1>111
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convenient and sufficiently accurate, except in the
immediate vicinity of the wing, to consider the lift
d . t .b . const60nt1S r1 ut10n eORstaat across the wing~and a somewhat
decreased span. We then have a simplifiei representa-
tion called a horseshoe vortex. The amount of this
pressure increase is
(54)
where L is the total lift, h the vertical height
and R the distance from the plane to the point on
the ground at which the ~ressure is bein~ measured.
The maximum value of this pressure increase, for any
given h, IS
fP ma)C (55)
and is directly under the plane.
The effect of increasing the density is to
increase the lift and reduce the drag. Both of these
changes are favorable;so we ~ould expect an increase
in efficiency at very low altitudes, especially when
flying near minimum power.
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VII.
FREE FLIGHT TESTS.
In order to determine whether the foregoing
principles of Applied mechanics and Hydrodynamics suffice
to explain the effect of wind velocity on airplane per-
formance,free flight tests were made with both land and
sea planes. The important characteristics of the pla~es
used are given below.
(1) The JNeHS is a remodeled JN4H, (an obsolete
Army Training Plane,) incorporating certain structural
changes .but.noimportantaerodynamic alterations. Its
characteristics are:
Type Biplane - Training
Motor Wright I 150 fP
Weight 2017,
Wing area 352.2
Span Ultlter ,43'7 3/a-
low.r 33' 11 1/4-
.Length 27' o 1/2"
Height 9' 10 5/S"
-
Chord 4' 11 1/2"
- 5' 1 1/2"Gap
Stagger 16°'
.Dihedral 10
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:Incidence 20
.Airfoil used Eiffel 36
Hlgh speed 93 m/hr
.Landing speed 44 m/hr
.(2) The DH4Ml is the steel fuselage Corps
Observation Plane built by the Boeing Airplane Company
and designed to take the ordinarvDH wings. Its character-
istics are:
Type Biplane - Observation
Motor Liberty 12 400 FP
Weight 38761
Wing area 440' 2
Span 42' 5 15/32"
.Length 30' 1 13/14"
Height 10' ~"'-J
-Chord 5' ~"oJ
Gap ~, 10"':,,;
Stagger 12"
Dihedral 3°
:Incidence 3°
Airfoil used R A F 15 (mod)
High speed 123 m/hr
.Landing ~peed 55 m/hr •
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-(3) The TG4,is a single pontoon seaplane designed
and built by the Naval Aircraft Factory for !raining.
It has the following characteristics:
Albatros
98.5 m/hr
47 m/hr.
Biplane - Training Seaplane
200 H?Aeromarine To
29851
370' t
~~,
,-'-oJ
301 1 "7/32"
111 9 11/32"
~, 6"l..<
5' ~"-.I
12°'
1°~
20
Type
Motor
Weight
Wing area
Span
Length
Height
Chord
Gap
Stagger
pihedral
-Incidence
Airfoil used
High apeed
Landing ~peed
(4) The Ta is a single seater fighting plane
developed by the Naval Aircraft Factory and the Curtiss
Airplane and Motor CompanY,in 1921 - 1922,a9 a ship-
board fighter for Navy use. .Its characteristics are:
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Type Biplane - Fighter
Motor Lawrence J1 200 BP
Weight 1920,
.Wing Area 227.8'.
Span 25'
Length ?1'&::"-J_ oJ
Height 9'
"Chord 4'9"
Gap 5'6"
Stagger 0°
Dihedral U"er 0
lower ;0
.Incidence 00
Airfoil used USA 27
High speed 124 m/hr
Landing speed 48 mlhr
In order to eliminate, as far as possible,
any turbulence or vertical currents in the ai~ an effort
was made to run the tests when the sky was overcast and
wben the.wind was from the east or north east, as in
the latter case it had a long unobstructed approach
over the ocean, and so had the tendency of minnnizing
fluctuations "in the flow. This was not always possible,
as it was very difficult to get an ideal set of conditions
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at a time when advantage could be taken of them. For
e~ample;~ strong east wind almost always prec~ded a
t .dId. t . were. t. d bs arm;so .1 aa can 1 lons~maln aloe, .at est, only
for a very short period of time. Furthermore,if one
went out over the ocean a suffioient distance to ~et
away from the turbulence due to the land,the ground
swell, in a wind of sufficient strength to give coo-
t,4:>elusive resuits, ~«a so large as seriously~dis-
turb the air flow. This inequality in flow was indi-
cated by the smaller waves superimposed on the ground .
•wells. These.areas of.increased velocity were small
in extent and recurrent in nature. They usually moved
along.with the wind for a short distance, disappeared,
and then re8Fpeared at approximately the same Rlace.
Occasionally a small patch of disturbed water would
remain in the same place and retain practically the
same shape thru a considerable period of time.
All of the seaplane tests and the majority
of the .land plane tests were made over the water at
a considerable dist'!.ncefrom land. This gave the most
even flow that it was possible to obtain on any given
daY, in velooity, gradient, and direction. There was
an obvious psychological effect, especially with the
.land planes, when going with the wind)which made .it
very difficult to get minimum readings at low altitudes.
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This disadvantage over flying over land was more than
overcome by the greater smoothness of air flow.
The altitudes given refer to the height of
the "mean lifting surfacet! above the ground ..(or water).
The "mean.lifting surface" is that single surface,
.which, at the altitude considered wOHld represenbex-
actly:all the conditions of lift, drag, moment etc_,
resulting nrom the two wings of the biplane. Thus,
when we say the plane was held at an altitude of ten
f~et, the wheels or pontoons were from three to five
feet above the earth's surface.
Measurements of the "lnd velocity wernmade
on a Robinson cup animometer and'checked,in certain
cases, by means of ,light hydrogen balloons which were
photographed with a constant sp~ed moving-picture camera.
Their displacement over any given time interval gives
an extremely accurate meaSure of the wind velocity.
This, taken together with the vertical velocity of the
balloon, assuming the absence of vertical currents,
gives a means of checking over previously cited formulas
for velocity gradient.
Measurements were taken at various altitudes
while the plane was flying against the wind and with
the wind:
----_._--,._ •.. _ •.__ ...._ .._------~-.,-"_ .•..._,_., ..•.'._.,---_ ..-."-'---'--'.'. --_.~"-_._, .•_. __ .._ .._-_. __ ._._. --------_._- .._-_.__ .- - .._- - ..--- -- --------_._--_. __ ._-----_._------_._-----
.(a) ,In level flight.
;(b) During olimb.
(c) While turning.
'a. The plane was flown at various constant air
speeds and the motor revolutions per minute required to
maintain ,level flight at a~ given altitude noted. It
was ~eri'difficult to obtain accurate readings at points
near minimum power,as a considerable difference in air
speed 'has only a slight effect on the power required.
JFuth~~more, the rate of climb is so slow at this point
that any slight air distUDbance completely upsets equi-
librium conditions and allows the plane to settle. Any
vertical velooity downward, however small, caus~s a
momentum not readily ovetrcome by the lif~ and'''~ inoo::-
creasing the angle of attack increases the drag more
,than ,the lift,the forward velocity of the Ilane deoreases,
dt1te,plarr'd . th . . ..3 • t t' i\. •an ~t rops Wl lncreaslng rapl~l y un l~ checked wlth
the 'motor.
The method used in obtaining 'the air speed
,for level flight 'at 200' ,.,asto select an approximate
speed and hold it constant over a considerable time.
,If the plane climbed the speed'was .too low and a slight-
1y increased 'speed'was .tried. 'If one 'speed '''8S 'too 'high
'and'another, 'two miles less, 'too -low 'the mean speed was
'accepted'without'further'check.
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'The'following 'tables 'and graphs 'show 'the
motor revolutions per minute and corresponding air
speeds for the various conditions cited.
Run 1.
Date
Time
Place
Wind
Altitude
Plane
May 20
3:,30 P.M.
North of Boston Light Ship.
30 m/hr
10'
JN6HS (AS 24-244)
Up Wind
RPM Air Speed
1530 84
1430 76
1350 71
1205 65
1180 57
1150 53
1110 48
Down Wind
RPM
1530
1440
1350
1260
1180
1150
1110
Air Speed
83
77
71'
64
57
54
48
At 1110 RPM the plane would settle if a turn
was attempted,or if it was distunbed by a bump, and
full motor was require'd to keep the plane from dropping
into the water.
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Run 2.
Date
Time
Place
Wind
Altitude
Plane
May 20
4:00
North of Boston Light Ship
30 m/hr
2:>0'
JN6HS (AS 24-244)
Up Wind Down Wind
RPM Air Spee1 RPM Air Speed
1540 84 1540 84
1450 77.5 1450 77.5
1300 66.5 1300 87
1200 57 1200 57
1180 55 1180 54
1150 52 1150 52
1170 42 1170 43
1250 41 1250 41
t"lAn attempt was made to take readings at 40~hr
but it was impossible to obtain steady conditions a~
at the very large angle of attack required} the controls
were not effective.
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Run 3.
Date
Time
Place
Wind
Altitude
Plane
Up Wind
RPM Air Speed
1650 117
1500 105
1400 97
1260 85
1130 70
1120 60
May 2.
2:30
The Graves Lighthouse.
40 m/hr.
10'
DH4Ml (AS 31432)
Down Wind
RPM Air Speed
le50 116.5
1500 105
1400 97
1265 86
1130 70
1110 60
This appeared to be very close to minimum
po"e~ and it was not considered advisable to attempt
a lower speed at this altitude as the plane was beginnin~
to answer the controls very sluggishly.
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Run 4.
Date
Time
Place
Wind
Altitude
Plane
Up Wind
RPM Air Speed
ls50 11~_ ... oJ
1490 103
1350 91
1220 80
1170 73
1150 65
1140 eo
May 2
3:00 P.M.
The Graves Light House.
35 m/hr
200'
DH4M1 (AS 31432)
Down Wind
RPM Air Speed
1~50 116
1480 102
1350 91
1220 80
1160 72
1150 65
1150 60
Settled slowly at all speeds from eo to 70
at 1130 RPM.
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Run 5.
Date May 22
Time 10 A.M.
Place Boston Harbor
Wind 20 m/hr
Altitude 10 I
Plane TG4 (A e348)
Up Wind Down Wind
RPM Air Speed RPM Air Speed
1780 90 1780 90
1690 83.5 1895 84
1000 76 1590 75.5
1510 69 1500 68
1460 65.5 1470 65.5
1400 5e..5 1400 59
1360 53 1360 53
1340 48 1340 48
1400 43 1410 43.5
The seaplane tests were made at an average
altitude of about two feet less than the land plane
tests,as no harm greater than spoiling a run came from
occasionally touching the wate~while this had to be
assiduously guarded against in the land planes.
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Run 6.
Date May 22
Time 10:30 A.M.
Place Boston Harbor
Wind 20 m/hr
'AI titude 200 '
'Plane TG4 (A 6348)
Up Wind Down Wind
RPM Air Speed RPM Air Speed
1780 89 1780 89
1700 83 1700 83.5
1600 75 1600 75
1500 65.5 1510 66
1405 53 1410 55
1500 43 1450 43.5
Plane would not fly level at any RPM under
1400.
Runs 5 and 6 were made by Lt. Re~inald Thomas
of the U.S. Naval Air Station at Squantum, Mass. The
care and skill with which he executed these two tests
are indicated by the smoothness of the curves obtained.
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A sensitive bubble inclinometer was con-
structed,and ~lac~d so that the zero reading coincided
with the lon~itudinal axis of the ship. It had a range
of over five degrees and an adjustment which allowed
the setting to be changedthru five degree increments
thus mlking the total range as great as was desired.
Three sensitivities were tried. In the first a change
of angle of .50':could be detected. In the second a
change of angle of .2° could be readily detected and
the nearest .10::approximated. In the third angles
could be read directly to the nearest .1~~. The second
setting was chosen for the final tests as the first
was not sufficiently precise and the third was effected
too much by slight variations in wind and piloting,
which produced instantaneous accelerations and caused
bubble displacements. It was found th~t,even with
the most sensitive bubble, engine vibration had no effect
except at one certain critical speed of the ship and
motor •.
The object of this was to determine the varia-
tion of angle of attack with air speed'. Runs were
made in winds of different velocities;but as irregu-
larities of flow increased rapidily with increased velocit~
and the bubble recorded the smallest accelerations
even though t~~ could not be felt and did not show on
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the air speed indicator, it was found that any speed
above 15 mlhr could not be used.
The tables and graphs follow.
Run 7
Date
Time
Place
Wind
Al titud.e
Plane
May 26
1:30 P.M.
Boston Harbor
15 m/hr
10'
JN6HS (AS 24-244)
Up Wind Down Wind
Air Speed Cl Air Speed (l
85 -1.9 84 -1.7
-
75 - .5 74 - .5
67 't .8 67 + .8
59 +2.1 60 +2.1
53 +4.5 53 +4.5
45 +8.4 45 +8.4
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Run 8.
Date
Time
Place
Wind
Altitude
Plane
Up Wind
Air Speed ex
84 -1.2
75 - .5
67 +1.0
60 +2.5
53 +4.5
50 +6.7
45 +9.3
42 +13.4
May 26
2:00 P.M.
Boston Harbor
15 m/hr
20J'
JN6HS (AS 24-244)
Down Wind
Air Speed (l
84 -1.4
-
75 - .4
67 +1.0
60 +2.5
53 +4.6
50 +0.5
45 +9.3
42 +13.3
The motor revolutions pe~inute corresponding
to 42 mi/hr in this run were the same as those corre-
-sponding to 41 ~i1hr in Run 2.
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Run 9.
Date
Time
Place
Wind
Altitude
Plane
Up Wind
Air Speed ex
118 -1.'2
95 + .5
85 +1.9
70 +5.0
60 +8.9
May 20
3:30 P.M.
Boston Harbor
15 m/hr
10'
DH4Ml (AS 31432)
Down Wind
Air Speed ~
116 -.9
95 +.5
85 +2.1
70 +5.0
60 +8.7
It is very difficult to obtain accurate
bubble readings near minimum power as at thi~ point,
a considerable angular change in the ship's attitude
causes no immediate change in its lift. When the plane
does start to settle power must be applied to correct
the settling. and the ensuing longitudinal acceleration;
disturbs the bubble.
Run 10
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Dltte May 26
Time 4:.0j: P.M.
Place Boston Harbor
Wind 15 m/hr
Altitude 20J:'
Plane DH4M1 (AS 31432)
Up Wind Down Wind
Air Speed ex Air Speed ex
117 - .9 117 - .9-95 + .8 95 + .8
84 +2.1 85 +1.9
70 +5.4 70 +5.4
65 +6.3 85 +6.5
60 +9.1 60 +9.1
55 +11.7 55 +11.7
50 +15.5 52 +13.4
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b. In order to determine the effect of the
wind velocity gradient on rate of climb a motor driven
motion picture camera was set up, on a riged base, so
the a~is was normal to the wind direction. The plane
was flown into the field of view at constant speed and
at a constant altitude. The throttle was advanced to
full on and the air speed kept constant by increasing
the angle of attack. The plane started to climb, rapid-
ly at first, and soon settled down to a steady climb.
The air speedwDs kept constant at all times. Consider-
able difficulty was encountered in maintaining the air
speed constant while the angle of att~ck was changing!
and the plane accelerating; (verticallY),but after.a
few hours practice the pilot was able to overcome the
tendency to kill too much speed at first and then let
it pick up too rapidly.
A certain time interval was required for
the motor to accelerate but, as the throttle was pushed
forward rapidly,and the carburetors set so that the
mixture was very rich, this was short and practically
constant, for any given air speed, regardless of the
wind direction. Some time was required to accelerate
the plane verti~ally but,as we only want comparative
results,this may also be neglected.
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The plane was flown in front of the camera
with and against the wind, at various speeds,and the
climbs started at two different altitudes. The tests
were made over Dorchester Bay on the afternoon of
May 26, 1925.
The pictures were projected, as stills,on
a sheet of tracing paper. The center of gravity and
length of the pl~ne were marked on this paper for each
second of travel. The horizontal displacement of the
e.G. from its position at zero second and its distance
above the horizon were measured for each second. The
ratio of the length of the plane to the measured length
of its image gives a conversion factor by means of
which we can convert displacements on the pictures
to distances and elevations in relation to the earth.
If the horizontal distances are then corrected for the
wind velocity and the vertical distance from the hori-
zon to a point on the earth's surface, directly under
the plane,added to the elevation we have the distance
above the earth's surface and the horizontal displace-
ments in rel~tion to the medium in which we are work-
ing. The next step was to take a common zero from
which to measure horizontal displacements in all runs.
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The point at which the plane first began its climb
was chosen. There was a slight discrepancy in the
altitudes at which different 10' and 60' runs were
started. As this difference was always small the
curves were elevated or lowered slightly in order to
make comparison easier. The corrected displacements
are tabulated below:
Run 11. (Up 'Nind)
Plane JN6HS (AS 24-244)
Altitude (at start) eo f
Wind 10 m/hr
Air Speed 6-:> m/hr
Time Distance Altitude
a 0 eo.o
1 100 64.2
-
2 187 72.3
3 279 80.2
4 372 89.8
5 463 96.7
6 549 104.0
7. 642 112.3
8 720 119.8
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Run 12. (down wind)
Plane JN6HS (AS 24-244)
Altitude (at start) 10
Wind 15 m/hr
Air Speed 50 m/hr
Time Distance Altitude
0 0 10.0
1 97 12.4
2 185 '21.1
3 263 34.9
4 354 52.6
5 455 64.8
6 547 80.2
6.5 593 84.3
This run was actually started at~~ltitude
of exactly 10' so there is no vertical displacement
of the curve in the tabulation above or in the plot
on page~ IO~ anti 103.
Run 13 (Up Wind)
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Plane
Altitude (at Start)
Wind
'Air Speed
JN6HS
60'
8 m/hr
55 m/hr
Time
o
.5
1.5
2.5
3.5
4.5
5.5
6.5
7.5
8.5
Distance Altitude
0 60.0
45 61.7
130 67.9
213 78.2
295 84.6
380 93.8
469 100.8
543 105~~'5
523 113.6
700 121.6
This run was started at 70' so it was
necessary to lower the curve ten feet.
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Run 14. (Down Wind)
Plane JN6HS (AS 24-244)
Al titude 10 '
Wind 5 mlhr
A'1r Speed 55 m/hr
Time Distance Altitude
0 0 10.0
1 90 15.2
2 190 28.0
3 252 46.3
4 332 62.0
5 413 75.2
6 499 84.6
7 584 94.4
8 670 102.
This run was started at 12' and the smooth-
ness,at the stlrt, interrupted by a short rapid air
current.
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Run 15 (Up Wind)
Plane JN6HS (AS 24-244)
Altitude (at start) 60'
Win1 5 mihr
Air Speed 50 m/hr
Time Distance Altitude
0 0 eo.o
1 85 65.9
2 160 75.2
3 235 84.1
4 303 94.0
5 381 101.0-
6 453 109.0
7 523 117.0
8 S02 123.6
9 680 131.8
10 754 140.2
The curve was lowered 15' but as the ~radient
and density change is very small, at this altitude, this
shoul~ not effect the shape of the curve.
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Run 16. (Down Wind)
Plane JN6HS (AS 24-244)
Altitude (at start) 10'
Wind 5 m/hr
Air~peed 50 mlhr
Time Distance Altitude
0 0 10.0
1 74 15.5
2 147 29.6
3 219 44.4
-
4: 298 61.0
5 367 72.8
6 443 84.0
7 521 9~.O
The curve was moved down three feet, which
is the maximum permissable change at this low altitude.
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Run 17. (Up Wind)
Plane JN6HS (AS 24-244)
Altitude 10'
Wind 15 m/hr
Air Speed eo m/hr
Time Distance Altitu:ie
0 0 10.0
1 95 14.2
2 181 24.3
3 270 35.3
4 357 52.3
5 460 70.7
6 548 83.2
7 640 90.1
The reason for waiting for this run was to
allow the wind to pick up. The wind speed was rough-
ly checked by flying over a Robinson eup animometer
and observing its speed of rotation.
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Run 18. (Down Wind)
Plane DH4M1 (AS 31432)
Altitude (at start) 10'
~ind 3 m/hr
Air Speed 70 lD/hr
Time Distance Altitude
0 0 10.0
.75 91 13.e
1.75 208 36.6
2.75 293 67.5
3.75 400 102.5
4.75 491 132.2
5.75 592 158.2
6.75 888 181.3
-
i.75 788 203.5
It was found to be much more difficult to
hold a constant air speed in the DR.
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Run 19. (Up Wind)
Plane DH4 Ml (AS. 31432)
Altitude 60'
Wind 3 m/br
Air Speed 70 m/hr
Time Distance Altitude
0 0 60.0
1.25 140 77.0
2.25 '255 102.2
3.25 2~~ 130.0
4.25 463 160.2
5.25 558 189.0
6.25 646 212.0.
7.25 733 234.0
This felt, to the pilot, to be the smoothest
run and so should be one of the most accurate.
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Run 20 (Down Wind)
Plane DH4 lil (AS 31432)
Altitude 10'
Wind 3 m/hr
Air Speed 65 m/hr
Time Distance Altitude
0 0 10.0
1.25 120 26.5
2.25 215 59.5
3.25 307 se.o
-.
4.25 397 148.0-
5.25 489 190.0
5.25 578 223.0
7.25 668 250.0
This run was started at 151 so when lowered
bodily to 10' is only roughly comparative.
Plane
Altitude
Wind
Air Speed
Run 21.
DH4 M1
60'
3m/hr
80 m/hr
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(Up Wind)
(AS 31432)
Time Distance Altitude
0 0 60.0
I 125 85.7
2 249 79.5
-
3 370 95.5
4 491 111.6
5 614 122.0
This run was made much closer to the camera
and, while the image was clearer and eacier to work
with, the field~ 90 small that the 91ane passed out
of view before the climb became3 steady.
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Page 10~.
c. In order to determine the effect of the wind
velocity grsdient on angular velocity, in a normal
turn, a pl~ne was equipped with an air speed recorder,
an angular velocity recorde~ and a sighting wire set
parallel to the YZ plane and 15° fro. the Y axis.
The air speed recorder was of the standard NACA optical
recording type. The Angular Velocity Recorder consisted
of a motor dirven gyroscope mounted between two pivots
and working against two coiled springs. The displace-
ment of the gyroscope actuated a small mirror and these
displacements were recorded optically. The sensitivity
could be adjusted by the spring tension and by changing
the lever arm on the mirror. The range of sensitivity
was from .04 to 1.5 radians per second per inch of dis-
placement on the recording film. In order to obtain
this range three sets of springs, of different strengths,
were required. In the following tests the greatest
possible sensitivity was used. The instrument was so
sensitive that in sgite of the damping it was affected
by vibration and the lines on the records-were quite
wide. This made it more difficult to measure displace-
ments but, as a mean reading was taken/had very little
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effect on the final results. ~ynohronized ti~ing lines
at one second intervals facilitated the study of the
reeords. In plotting up the results of the angular
velocity measurements highly a~proximate averages had
to be taken as, ordinarily, the displacements due to
unsteady flying and air oonditions were much greater
than those due to ~radient.
In Run 1-the altitude, throttle setting,
and angle of bank were held constant and the turn made
-as smoothly as possible. The p13ne was-allowed to
turn until conditions became steady and as soon,
after this, as it again headed directly into the wind
the instruments were started and one 360~ turn executed.
This turn was also timed with a stop watch. The method
used in determining when exactly 3500: had been turned
thru was to set to sight o~ a distant object, (the
b~lloon hangar at Langley Field was used.) when starting
the turn and then turn until the object again appeaej
in the same relative position. The air speed and
amgular velocity~e allowed to change at will and
these changes ~e recorded by the instruments. The
altitude was held constant by flying as close to the
~round as possible. This method can be used only
on ~ery low runs.
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In Runs 2 and 3 the altitude, angle of bank
and air speed were beld constant and the angular velocity
recorded. In run 2, by a sufficient stretch of the
imagination, it was possible to detect a sli~ht tendency
in the airplane to change altitude during the turn.
This tendency exhibited itself as a slight settling
for the first 90° after coming into the wind and a
gradual rise there after. Absolutely no effect of the
wind was observed, by the pilot, at an altitude of
1000' •
All runs were made over Chesapeake Bay, at a
point ten miles east of Langley Field, on the afternoon
of May 23, 1925. A TS land plane (A6249), borrowed
from the N.A.C.A., was used.
Run 1.
Altitude 10'
Wind 20 m/hr
RPM Air Speed (Av) Time w
(tl ) 1670 103 99.5 .0631
-
(~) 1450 85 85.0 .0739
-
(y) 1300 70 74.0 .0849
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Measurements. taken from the records, for each
45°'of turn are tabulated below.
(a)
Angle Displacement (Air Speed) Displacement (00)
0 1.28 105 .51 .085-
45°' 1.22 102 .51 .065
90° 1.20 101 .49 .064
1350 1.20 101 .49 .064
1800 1.20 101 .47 O~~• -.J ...
-'225°' 1 ?? 102 .47 O~~_.-.J_ . .... ...
2700 1.22 10Z .45 .062
- '.
3150 1.2Z 10Z .43 .067
360°' 1.225 103 .41 .060
(~)
Angle Displacement (Air Speed) Displacement (w)
0 .94 88 .51 .070
-
45° .90 86 .65 .072
900: .87 84 .66 .0725
1350 .85 83 .66 .0725
-
1800 .87 84 .51 .070
- -2250 .90 86 .61 .070
22'0~- .94 88 .61 .070
-
3150 .92 87 .61 .070
-
3600 .94 88 .63 .071
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Angle Di s placement (Air Speed) Displacement (w)
0 .68 72 .82 .•082
45a: .655 70 .88 .085
90a~ .655 70 .90 .086
135~' ~~ 58 .90 .086• ..;<.;
1800 .64 69 .•82 .082
2250 " .... 70 .82 .082.-::0
2700 .70 73 9~ .090. ..;
315 .685 72 .80 '.080
3600 .67 71 .80 .080
Run 2.
Altitude 2JO'
Wind 20 m/hr
RPM Air Speed Time w
1670 102 100 .0628
1460 85 87 .0721
1320 70 78 .0806
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Run 3
Altitude 2:)0'
Wind 20 m/hr
RPM Air Speed Time w
1550 90 90 .0698
1470 80 80.5 .078
In ~, of Run 1, there appearej to be a periodic
change in air speed but no definite effect could be de-
tected on the angular velocity record. In~, there is
a suggestion of periodicity and in y it becomes more
pronounced.
In Runs 2 and 3 no change in angular velocity
is indicated by.the records.
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d. The immediate conclusions to be drawn from
the flight tests are:
First. That there is no measurable effect, in
level fliQht. due to wind.
Second. That the effect of wind velocity on climb
is to increase the'rate of climb slightly, near the
ground, when flying into the wind7and. decrease the
rate of 6limbLJn equal amount when flying with the
wind.
!~~. That thereis a tendency to settle when
turning away from a head wind and a tendency to climb
when turning into it.but this effect is so sli~ht as
not to be noti~able except in extremely strong winds.,
at very low altitudes, or when flying at a large angle
of attack or near minimum power.
That under normal wind conditions the effect
of gradient is secondary to the effect of unsteady wind
velocitYjand at very low altitudes the air density under
an airplane is increased~and this increase in density
exerts a predominating influence on its lift and drag
characteristics.
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VIII.
CONCLUSIONS.
Both ,theory and experiment indicate that
neither wind velocity nor wind velocity gradient exert
an influence on airplane performance in straight level
flight. In spite of this, numerous cases may be cited
where planes have been known to settle when flving with
a strong wind and to climb when flying into it. A pos-
sible expl~nation is that when a pilot is flving with
a strong tail wind his ground s~ed is increased by the
amount of the wind velocity and his angle of climb, with
resrect to the ground, decrea~ed. The natural tendency
is to pull the nose up to increase the climb. This ten-
dencv is even greater if there is an obstacle to clear,
and when altitude must be obtained in as short a time as
possible~ If the plane is lightly loaded no trouble is
experienced, but if heavily loaded and already flying
near its most efficient climbing angle, the increase
in angle of attack causes a decreased rate of climb and,
if the rate was already low, causes settling. Instead
of nosing over and picking up some speed, the avera~e
pilot, experiencing a panicky feeling, continues to
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pull up and hope. An~xperienced pilot often spins
into the ground at this point. If the plane can be
brought around into the wind the apparent increase in
the rate of climb, resulting from the lower ground speed,
makes the plane appear to be climbing much better.
From the theory, we should expect a sli~ht
difference in the attitude of the plane: a decrease
in the angle of attack when flying into the win:! and
an increase when flying with the wind. This is due
to the effect of the gradient on circulation and may
be calculated as follows: Consider the case of a
DB 4 Ml plane flying at 100 m/hr in a 15 mlhr wind at
an altitude of 10'. From (50)
r = 4.94ilia x
fran page 82
From (1) the gradient is
~ = 44dh •
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rrom (19) the circulation due to the gradient is
r~ ~ .615
The difference in circulation, due to
'gradient, when flying agaInst and with the wind is
then twice this amount or 25~ of the total circula-
tion. As the. lift, and therefore the circulation, ,is
zero at -1,8°, the required circulation is induced
by an angular change of 2°. We should expect, accord-
ing to the theory, to find a difference in angle of
attack of .5°, between flying with and into the wind.
This difference was not observed in the free flight
tests though the instrument used was sufficiently ac-
curate to detect an angular change of half this amount.
This discrepancy should not invalidate the theory,
however, as that is checked in all other respects.
From the curves of RPM against Air Speed
it a~pears that the break, at speeds below minimum
power, is not as abrupt as is generally supposed but
more gradual, especially in high powered planes where
the maximum angle of attacK is gre~ter and the effect
of the slip stream and of the vertical component of
propeller thrust increased.
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There does not appear to be any sharp break
in the lift curve of a full size plane and the angle of
attack for maximum lift is greater than in a geometrically
similar model. In the DR 4 M1 used in the free flight
tests the maximum'lift had not been reached at 18.5°.
Maximum lift occurs at 14° iri a 36 ~ e" model of the
R~F 15 (mod) wing used on this plane.
A practical use for the curves of RPM against
Air Speed, taken together with curves of RPM against
fuel consumption, would be to determine the air speed
to choose in order to cover a maximum distance in any
given wind. The work would be complicated by the vari-
ation of speed with load and the variation of speed
and fuel consumption, for any given RPM, with altitude,
but the solution could be easily worked out by making
runs with different lo~ds and at various altitudes.
In flight tests, at high angles of attack,
the lift would be steady for a time and then ~radually
falloff. The impression given was of a smooth, but
unstable flow gradually becoming turbulent and destroy-
in~ the lift~ The probable cause for this apparent
lnstability is ~hatf while the plane was flving steadily,
some variation in wind velocity or direction caused a
slight settling of the plane which increased the angle
of attack and if the plane was already at its angle of
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maximum lift, would cause a loss in lift as well as an
increase in drag, and the plane would continue to
settle and lose speed. In any case the effect of a
downward velocity of the plane is unfavorable as the
drag is increased more than the lift and it is very
difficult to over_come any downward momentum when there
is only a slight lift.
The effect of increased density completely
overshadowed the effect of gradient when flying close
to the ground. This circumstance, 'together 'with the
fact that when the wind was strong enough to give an
appreciable gradient effect the air was so bumpy that
the bumps exerted a predominating influence, made the
collection of experimental data very difficult.
The effect of the increased density, according
to Prandtl, is to improve the LID ratio. This is obvious
if we admit that
Then, holding Vo constant, any increase in
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p must cause a decrease in r.ax' as ~he lift and span
are constant. This decrease in rmax permits a decrease
in angle of attack and a consequent decrease in drag.
The net result is an increase in LID or the ability
to fly under reduced power. The effect is greater at
high angles of attack as, in this.case, the effect
.on drag, for a given change in an~le of attack, is
much gre~ter. Near maximum lift the theory does not
ho11, as the profile drag becomes an important factor
and we hive been dealing only with induced drag, con-
sidering the profile drag constant.
The tests substantiatej the theory expounded
above and,further,showed that the ground effect was
measuraPMonly when the plane was very near the ground.
This was to be expected; for in the formula for the
'increase in density the increase is inversely proportional
to the square of the altitude.
In the work on the r~te of climb and normal
turns no mathematical check can be expe~ted, as the effect
of gradient is onlv a very small part of the total change
from average conditions. The dominating effect is due
to unsteady air flow and the task resolves itself,
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largely, into.isolating the effect of gra1ient from
the much IBrger effects of unsteady flow, piloting and,
at very low altitudes, ground effect or density change.
Experiment shows that,near the ground, there
is an increase in the rate of climb when flying into
the wind and a decrease when flying with it, and the
change is of the orderfthe theory would lead us to expect.
A point not mentioned on page 84 is that a
seconds pendulum was allowed to swing in fro. of the
camera. Its image at various points gave a means of
checking the plane speed against the indicated air spee1.
In order to do this the wind velocity had to be considered.
If we assume the wind velocity constant over the period
of time required for two successive runs, half the
difference in ground speed gives the wind velocity.
Slight differ.ences in spacing between various points on
the same curve are due to~he fact th~t exactly the same
point in the pendulum swing was not always taken since
exact timing was not required and some pictures were
clearer than others and permitted more accurate measure~
ments. It was therefore customary to take a picture one
side or the other of the true point if the pic~ure was
better. The increase in the distlnce between points as
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the slope increase is due to the vertical scale being
larger than the horizontal.
The effect of a sharp short down current is
shown in the middle curve on page 104. The effect of a
steadily increasing wind is shown in the 65 m/hr curve
on plge 105. This raises the apparent rate of climb,
momentarily, to something over 2500 feet per minute;
an impossible value for a OH. Part of this is due to
the actual increase inrr~te of climb resulting from
the wind, and part due to the slowing down of the
~round speed increasing the apparent rate of climb, or
tate in relation to the ground. This is the more
unusu3l in that this run was made with a light wind;
therefore there must h!~e been an actusl reversal of
wind direction at this point.
The rate of climb was practically constant
from eo' up, but in all cases was very steep when
started from 10', and then gr3dually fell off until
the normal rate was reached. This was due to the in-
creased density improving the LID near the ground;
and the ensueing increased rate of climb fell off after
the effect of the increased density could no longer
be felt.
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When using a moving picture camera in connection
with airplane tests considerable time can be saved in
working up the results,and the accuracy greatly increased
if a few precautions are observed while taking the pictures.
The flight path should be in a plane which is
normal to the axis of the camer~. The ima~e of the~plane
is then constant in length, and all distances are immed-
iately comparative. This is most ~eadily brought about by
flying between two points on the ground, or better still,
where a great meny runs are to be made, along a white
line. This also enables the pilot to place the ship a
given distance from the c~mera,and always to start his
maneuvers at the same point. In flying over water, at
least two buoys should be set out to ID3rk the cours~ and
the limit10f the camera field.
In projecting the pictures, it was observed
that the film did not fit snugly and so did not come
to the same point each time. In centering the picture
on the screen a displ3eement of .001" of the film caused
a displacement of about .1" on the image. Such a dis-
placement cannot be neglected when the plane is far away
and the image small. It is therefore advisable, when
taking the pictures, to have some stationary object,
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besides the horizon.upon which to center the picture.
If there is no satisfactory object in the field of
view it is advisable to place one there, say a thin
post a short distance from the camerA. In projecting
bU:lstills, the films are not only blistered~y-distorted)
if left stationary in the projector over too long a
period of time.
The simplest possible representation of the
forces acting in a normal b~nk is the weight, W, acting
down, a force, F, actin~ radially outward, of magnitude
!Y: where R is the radius of turn,and ~j resultantgR
force, M, opposing thes~ two. In very flat banks, we
are justified in saying that the wings take practically
all the lift and that the resultant force, M, is normal
to the wing and therefore of magnitude --~- or -7E-- ,cos q> SIn q>
where ~ is the angle of bank. As the angle of bank
becomes steeper, the angle of attack of the entire plan~,
with respect to the flight path, is increased in order
to m~intain level flight; anj the fuselage, struts,
wheels etc., begin to take a considerable part of the
weight~ This is especially true in very high speed ships
where, in extreme cases, the plane can be flown for con-
siderable distances in an absolutely vertical bank with
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the wings taking none of the load and R =~. In this
case F = 0 and M = -L. At any point in between the
first and second conditions, the resultant force lies
somewhere between a normal to the wi~gsand the backward
extension of the line representing the weight. This
vector is then the lift, not of the wings, but of the
entire airplane.l1s changes in direction for each
angle of bank and angle of attack, at large angles of
bank,~ngreatly complicates the work. As we are primarily
concerned with the effect on the wings a small angle
of bank (15°) was taken. In this case, neglecting the
small part played by the vertical component of the thrust,
we have the following simple formulas
W'U2F = _.Y._gR =
------M = ';W2 + F2 = --~-- = __ E__ = L AV2cos ~ sin ~ 0 (57)
If we consider a plane turning near the ground,
at constant altitude, angle of bank, and throttle setting,
the lift falls off slightly as the plane starts to come
into the wind. In order to maintain the lift constant,
the angle of attack must be increased slightly. This
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causes a greater drag and the plane slows down, but
as
and
---------V = Ig tan ~ R (58)
v = ~ tan w~-----w
we see that the radius of turn is decreased and the
angular velocity is increased.
This effect was noted in the records and,
as would be expected, was much smaller at high speeds
than at low. The reason for this is that at the lower
speeds the wing is working at a high angle of attack,
and a given change in angle of attack at this point
has a greater effect on the drag, thus tending to cause
a still greater loss in speed and consequent increase
in w.
If, in a steady turn)the angle of bank, air
speed,.and throttle setting are held constant the loss
in lift upoq coming into the wind can exhibit itself
only as a certain loss in altitude. This would
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ordinarily increase ~ and decrease V, but if we
hold V constant there should be no chan~e in R or
wand the extra power required would be obtained from
the potential energy used in the slight drop.
It is obvious fr6m the curves on pages
115-116-117 that, although V and ware intimately
related, the effect of any change in control position
becomes almost immediately apparent in w, but a certain
time interval is required for the speed to change.
The periodic effect of gradient in a continued
turn appeared to lag about 45° behind the theoretical
position.' This was to be expected, and was observed
when making turns at low RPM while making the RPM
against Air Speed tests. At very low altitudes and
at minimum engine power it was not possible to turn
away froID a head wind. The plane settled thru the
first 90°' of turn even in a very flat bank. If the
first 90° was accomplished no trouble was experienced
in ~aking the second 90°. In turning out of a tail
wind, no trouble was experienced in the first 90°, but
at about the 135° point ~he plane settled. If leveled
up and a straight course flown until the speed picked
up the turn could be completed. This leveling out
process was usually accompanied with a slight loss of
altitude allowing the plane to settle into the denser air.
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The effect of settling, in turning out of
a head wind, might persist even tho the turn was suc-
'cessfully executed, and thus add to the troubles
ordinarily incejent to level flight in a tail wind.'
If a plane is flying level at minimum power,
it is usually possible to make a turn if the wind is
not strong. Any decrease of altitude improves the
LID and this improvment m~es up for the increased
drag due to the turn. In case the plane is very low
the lowered wing tip is working in a more favorable
medium thln the upper, and as the densi ty varies in-
versely as the square of the height, there is a net
gain. TNis again 'may overcome the loss due to
increased cx.
The curves of w against Air Speed and RPM
have the same general shape. This is to be expected,
since we are worKIqg in the straight part of the lift
curve which, from the cur.ves on pages 70-75, giv~s a
straight line variation of Air Speed against RPM.
The general conclusion to be drawn from this
work is that the wind velocity gradient causes a
measurable ch3.:ngein airplane per'formance but, as the
effect is of an order of magnitude lower than the
errors in ordinary experimental measurements, can be
neglected in all routine performance tests.
IX.
WIND TUNNEL TESTS.
A study of the "ground effect" on the lift
and dra~ characteristics of an airplane model was made
by the British Advisory Committee and the results of
their tests were published in July 1920 in Reports
and Memoranda No. 754
Two methods of studying the effect of the
ground were employed. ]n the first method a flat
plate was placed in the tunnel and the model mounted
directly above this plate. In the second, known as
the reflection method, two identically similar models
were mounted so that their under surfaces faced each
other.
The models were biplanes, having no stagger,
the gap equal to the chord, and 3")('18"R.A.F.'15 wings.
The results of the experiments showed a maxi-
mum LID of 10.4 for the biplane model in free space,
a maximum LID of 15.1, in the same model when the flat
plate was 1';"from the lower wing,. 12.3 when the
plate was 2i" from the lower wing, 12.9 when two models,
whose lower wings were separated by 3" wire used and
12.1 when the lower wings of the models were separated
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by 5i".' This corresponds to an increase in efficiency
of 45~ ,in the first case, 18~in the second, 24~ in
the third, and 16~ in the fourth. No satisfactory
explanation was given for this increased efficiency
and no good reason for the failure of the two methods
to check when the model was Ii" from the plate and
3" between models and the close ch~ck when the model
was 2 i" from the plate and 5i" between models.'
rf we admit thatPrandtl's theoretical
development represents the actual conditions met with
in air flow the ~ve conditions are roughly what we
should expect to find.
The theoretical representation of the first
method is similar to the second except that when we
deal with the first we consider only the pressure in-
crease,and consequently employ only the vorteces coming
off the wing in the development of our formulas for
vertical velocity, as directly under a wing, there is
no vertical component of velocity dueto the transverse
circulation. Consequently we may consider the lift
constant regardless of the altitude, and deal only
with the effect of this circulation en drag. In this
case we have merely im~gin~g. a mirrored image and
have taken only the part of its effect which has a
bearing on the case.in hand.
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The .induced drag of a wing,if we assume
an elliptical lift distribution,is represented by
2 r'~= -J.! __
rtp vg S2 (53)
The change in the induced dtta~ of one
wing due to the circulation around a second win~~
providing the second wing lies directly above or.
below the first,is expressed by
0'1 nd = (60)
where w is the vertical component of velocity due to
the first wing and 0 is the influence coefficient
which has been worked out for various v~lues of the
ratio of the span to the distance between the wings.'
The value of this integral is negative,when the
wings are lifting in opposi te directions;' so the
effect is to reduce the drag •
.If we consider the wings above, the total re-
a.",d.apJ>prduction in induced drag is the effect of the lowe~
win~of the imagined image on both the lower and
upper wings pf the model.'
When the model is l.i" from the plate the
lower wings are separated by 3", upper and lower bv
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6";and the upper wings by 9".' ,If we call this distance
h and the span s we may obtain from Pr3.ndtl's curve
of his against crthe following ¥alues
h = 3" 5 ,i" p" 8 .in 9" 11 :i"v
h = .167 .30e ~~~ .477 .5 .639• ~c.,..~
S
J = .53 ~37 ~~ ..24 .23 .18• t- .....'
,In a bipline combination~ having a ~ap chord
ratio of 1:1, no stagger and working maximum LID, the
upper wing takes approximately the same proportion of
the load as the lower; so the v«lue of cris
The drag coefficient at 8°, the point of
maximumL/D, was given as .0249 and the lift coefficient
as ..260.
The lift is then
and the drag
L = C )tL p A vg = 12. 48 ,
o = C )t P A Vo2 = 1.195#o
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The induced dra~.-is, from (53)
D tnd = • 354#
The decrease in drag is then .5e ~ .354 = .198,.
The new drag is .997 and the new LID 12.5, a considerably
smaller value than the observed.
When the plane is 51" from the plate the LID
figures out to be 11.8, a closer check but still low.
In the case where we use another wing instead
of the imaginary image we have the same effect on dra~,
due to the longitudinal vortices flowing off the win~s,
and also the effect of the transverse vortices. The
circulation around each wing is in such a direction
as to reduce the velocity and consequently the lift of
the other wing.
The maximum circulation from (50) is
r = __ 4_L.__
-ax 1t p V b (61)
The mean circulation is approximately
times this,. or
r
lIIean
= __ L.__
p V b
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The velocity effect due to this circulation is
rV = ----- (cos «1 - cos ~~)
41th
When th~ wings are 3" apart the velocity at the
tip of on~ wing, due to the circulation around the
other wing, is .81 ft./sec. and at the center 1.56 ft/sec.
The effective change in velocity is about 1.30 ft./sec.
Taking the effect of both wings at the image on each
wing of the model, we find that the total effective
drop in veloai ty is 1.5 ft ./sec. As Va' was 40 ft ./sec .',
the loss in lift is 3.5,; so we should expect the same
drop in LID, giving a value of 12.1, which checks more
closely with the experimental vL~lue of 12.8
When the wings are 5i" apart, the effective
velocity drop is 1 ft./sec. and the LID 12.0
The poor check between theory and experiment
when the surfaces are close together is probably due
to the theory being built up on the consideration of a
lifting line which has a dimension of length only. When
the distance between lifting surfaces is not ~reater
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